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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
MUNICIPAL OFFICERS
O F
SORRENTO, MAINE
FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING 
FEBRUARY, 1967
ALSO
TOWN WARRANT
ELLSWORTH AMERICAN INC. 
Ellsworth, Maine
/
TOWN OFFICERS
SELECTMEN, ASSESSORS, and OVERSEERS OF POOR 
Walter Estabrook Russell Wooster Elwin Perry
TOWN CLERK 
Hilda Ashe
ROAD COMMISSIONER 
Almon West
TAX COLLECTOR 
Myles Fenton
TREASURER 
Alice Sargent
AUDITOR 
A. P. Stewart
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
Walter Leach
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Steven Bracy 
Almon West
Term Expires 1967
Margaret Creamer
Term
Term
Steven Bracy resigned: Gerald Daley was 
School Board to fill the remainder of Steve
Expires 1968
Expires 1969 
appointed by 
Bracy’s Term
BOARD OF HEALTH
Waldo West 
Charles Bunker 
Edgar Perry
Term Expires 1967 
Term Expires 1968 
Term Expires 1969
HEALTH OFFICER 
Waldo West
HARBOR MASTER 
Prescott Briggs
CIVIL DEFENSE DIRECTOR 
Walter Estabrook
TRUSTEES FLANDERS BAY SCHOOL DISTRICT
Almon West Term Expires 1967
Rodney Ashe Term Expires 1968
Prescott Briggs Term Expires 1969
CONSTABLES
W. L. Sargent — Camden Sargent, Jr.
FIRE CHIEF 
Walter Estabrook
TOWN DUMP MASTER 
Camden Sargent, Jr.
ASSESSORS’ REPORT
Value of Real Estate, Resident 
Value of Real Estate, Non-Resident
$ 74,245.00 
306,575.00
Total Value of Real Estate $380,820.00
Value of Personal Estate, Resident $ 8,375.00 
Value of Personal Estate, Non-Resident 12,305.00
Total Value of Personal Estate $ 20,680.00
Total Valuation $401,500.00
Amount of Appropriation at 
Town Meeting 
Amount of County Tax
$ 32,683.00 
1,360.00
Amount of Flanders-Bay School District 14,907.54 
Amount of Overlay 212.46
Total $ 49,163.00
Tax Assessed, Resident Estate 
Tax Assessed, Non-Resident Estate 
Tax Assessed, Poll Tax
$ 10,079.64 
38,903.36 
180.00
Total Assessment $ 49,163.00
Rate of Taxation-. 122 Per $1,000 
Number of Polls, 60 
Tax Assessment, 1965 
Tax Assessment, 1966
$ 47,165.68 
$ 49,163.00
Tax Assessment Increase 1,997.32
Property Value, Exempt by Law $ 2,390.00
Respectfully submitted,
WALTER ESTABROOK 
RUSSELL WOOSTER 
ELWIN PERRY 
Assessors of Sorrento
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APPROPRIATIONS
TOWN MEETING - -1966
General Government:
Administration 
Repairs Town Property
$ 2700.00 
100.00
Protection:
Fire Department 
Street Lights 
Insurance
$ 450.00
900.00
250.00
Health and Sanitation:
Board of Health 
Nursing Service 
Town Dump
$ 400.00 
200.00 
300.00
Highways and Bridges:
Town Roads 
State Aid Roads 
Snow Removal 
Cutting Bushes 
Village Green 
Town Pier
$ 500.00
533.00 
3000.00
100.00
150.00
400.00
Charities:
Supplemental Aid
Aid of Dependent Children
$ 250.00 
350.00
Education:
Schools
School Repairs
$18400.00
200.00
5
U nclassified:
Frenchman’s Bay Library $ 200.00
Social Security 125.00
Shellfish Conservation 25.00
Debt and Interest:
Note Retirement $ 1000.00
Interest 150.00
School Bus Sinking Fund 1000.00
Special Assessments:
County Tax $ 1360.00
School District 14907.54
Overlay 212.46
Launching Ramp (from Surplus) 1250.00
Fireworks (from Surplus) 162.00
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SELECTMEN’S REPORT
ADMINISTRATION
Resources
Appropriation
Curtis Sidelinger — Lien Cost 
Sarah Saltis — Lien Cost 
State of Maine 
Sale of Maps 
Tax Lien Costs
$ 2700.00
4.50
4.50 
175.45
4.00
28.00
$ 2916.45
Expenditures
Salaries:
Walter Estabrook Selectman $ 330.00
Russell Wooster, Selectman 180.00
Elwin Perry, Selectman 180.00
Walter Estabrook, Assessor 75.00
Russell Wooster, Assessor 75.00
Elwin Perry, Assessor 75.00
Alice Sargent, Treasurer 150.00
Hilda Ashe, Clerk 100.00
Charles Bunker, B. of H. 10.00
Waldo West, B. of H. 10.00
Edgar Perry, B. of H. 10.00
Waldo West, Health Officer 5.00
Walter Estabrook, Fire Chief 100.00
Prescott Briggs, Harbor Master 25.00
Alice Sargent, Reg. of Voters 30.00
Myles Fenton, Collector 225 509.91
$ 1864.91
Printing and Supplies:
Hancock County Publishing Company $ 255.50
Marks Printing House 32.58
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Joe’s Print Shop 
Hutchings Bros. 
Arleite Trundy-Postage
22.75
10.00
35.00
$ 355.83
Office:
Southerds of Bangor 
Bangor Hydro Elec. Company 
Wayne’s Gas Service
115.00
24.00
13.40
$ 152.40
Election and Warrants:
Wellington Sargent, Clerk $ 30.00
Laura Sargent, Clerk 30.00
Walter Estabrook 10.00
Russell Wooster 10.00
Elwin Perry 10.00
Wellington Sargent (Warrants) 15.00
Camden Sargent, Jr. (Warrants) 10.00
$ 115.00
Telephone:
New England Telephone $ 68.85
Miscellaneous:
Elwin Perry -Expense $ 20.00
A. P. Stewart 150.00
Clifton Hale (Moderator) 10.00
Elliott Jellison (Janitor) 10.00
Helen Briggs 5.00
Russell Wooster, Expense 10.00
Walter Estabrook, Expense 10.00
Hancock Co. Reg. of Deeds 19.10
Britts (Memorial Wreaths) 5.76
Maine Municipal Association 40.00
Brahnam Publishing Company 7.50
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John Nash (Moderator) 10.00
Hilda Ashe (Clerk Expense) 25.00
Alice Sargent (Treasurer expense) 30.00
$ 352.36
Total 2909.35
Unexpended 7.10
REPAIRS OF TOWN PROPERTY 
Resources
Appropriation $ 100.00
Expenditures
Clifton Hale (Material) $ 9.24
Clifton Hale (Town Pier House) 283.13
292.37
Overdraft $ 192.37
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Resources
Appropriation $ 450.00
Expenditures
Bangor Hydro Elec. Company $ 24.00
Hugh R. Joy (Fuel) 108.87
C. W. Clarke Oil Company (Fuel) 221.04
Clifton Hale (Gas and Oil) 6.74
Wilburs Auto Supply (Repairs) 21.11
Town of Sullivan (Fire Phones) 103.03
$ 484.79
Overdraft / $ 34.79
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STREET LIGHTS 
Resources
Appropriation $ 900.00
Bangor Hydro Elec. Company 966.00
Overdraft $ 66.00
Overdraft due to over-payment credit to 
1967 from Bangor Hydro Elec. Company.
INSURANCE
Resources
Appropriation $ 250.00
Expenditures
Clifton Hale 187.56
Unexpended 62.44
TOWN DUMP 
Resources
Appropriation $ 300.00
Expenditures
Ruth Perry (Land rent) $ 135.00 -
Allen Dunbar — Bulldozer 83.60
Clifton Hale — Fence 20.93
Camden Sargent Jr. — care 50.00
289.53
Unexpended $ 10.47
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BOARD OF HEALTH 
Resources
Appropriation
Expenditures
Regianald Bunker (Garbage removal) 
Regianald Bunker (Town Pier rubbish)
$ 400.00
$ 400.00
5.00
405.00
Overdraft $ 5.00
NURSING SERVICE 
Resources
Appropriation $ 200.00
Flanders Bay Health and T. B. 200.00
IMPROVED ROAD TAR 
Expenditures
State Highway Commission $ 328.50
Overdraft
STATE AID ROADS
$ 328.50
Balance
Appropriation
$ 2665.00
533.00
Balance to 1967 $ 3198.00
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TOWN ROADS 
Resources
Appropriation $ 500.00
Expenditures
Wilton Jones (Tractor) $ 20.57
West Bros. 329.17
Allen Dunbar 59.50
New England Metal Culvert Company 121.55
530.79
Overdraft $ 30.79
SNOW REMOVAL
Resources
Appropriation $ 3000.00
Town of Sullivan 18.66
Flanders Bay C. S. D. 143.64
State of Maine 675.35
B. M. Clarke Company (Refund) 62.40
Total $ 3900.05
Expenditures
West Bros, (plowing) $ 979.67
Regianald Bunker (Plowing) 15.73
Prescott Briggs (Plowing) 171.19
Robert West (Plowing) 57.00
West Bros. (Sanding) 856.61
Robert West (Sanding) 67.50
Chemical Corp. (Salt) 294.60
Darling Auto Parts (Repair) 9.52
Hugh R. Joy (Repair) 14.00
H. F. Wescott Company (Repair) 12.57
Clifton Hale (Repair) 1.80
Freds Express 4.31
B. M. Clarke (Cutters) 68.55
Allen Dunbar (Repair) 13.00
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Linnehan Auto Sales (Repair) 59.99
Steel Products Co. (Cutters) 133.41
Edward Martin (Tractor) 15.00
Wilton Jones (Tractor) 194.48
West Bros. (Stock Pile) 144.14
Robert West (Stock Pile) 25.50
Allen Dunbar (Stock Pile) 585.90
West Bros. (Snow fence) 26.00
Total 3750.47
Unexpended $ 149.58
TOWN PIER 
Resources
Appropriation $ 400.00
Expenditures
Trundy’s Boat Yard $ 253.80
Ronald Trundy 98.00
Clifton Hale (Materials) 15.07
Prescott Briggs (Labor) 20.00
Allen Dunbar 10.00
396.87
Unexpended $ 3.13
VILLAGE GREEN 
Expenditures
Edgar Perry $ 150.00
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LAUNCHING RAMP 
Resources
Appropriation carried forward--1967 $ 1250.00
CUTTING BUSHES 
Resources
Appropriation $ 100.00
Expenditures
West Bros. $ 66.15
Edward Martin (Tractor) 31.50
97.65
Unexpended $ 2.35
SUPPLEMENTAL AID
Resources
Appropriation $ 250.00
Expenditures
Case no. 1
Alexander’s Pharmacy $ 333.99
Dr. F. B. Cushman 25.00
$ 358.99
Case no. 2
Bragdon’s Funeral Home $ 75.00
J. H. Crowe M. D. 12.00
87.00
$ 445.99
Overdraft $ 195.99
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AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN 
Resources
Appropriation
Expended
Overdraft
SCHOOL BUS FUND
Balance from 1965 
Appropriated
Deposited in Penobscot Savings Bank 
Interest
Total
FRENCHMAN’S BAY LIBRARY 
Resources
Appropriation 
State of Maine
Paid Frenchman’s Bay Library
FIRE WORKS 
Resources
Appropriation
Paid Blue Hill Pyrotechnics, Inc.
15
$ 350.00
360.00
$ 10.00
$ 3000.00 
1000.00
$ 4000.00 
190.22
$ 4190.22
$ 200.00 
20.00
$ 220.00
$ 162.50
162.50
INTEREST
Appropriation $ 150.00
Tax Liens 10.22
$ 160.22
Expended
First Nat. Bank of Bar Harbor 88.12
Unexpended $ 72.10
COUNTY TAX
Assessed $ 1360.00
Paid County Treasurer 1360.00
TITLE 1 FUND
State of Maine $ 5406.88
Expended 5406.88
NOTE RETIREMENT
Appropriation $ 1000.00
Paid First Nat. Bank of Bar Harbor 1000.00
"
SOCIAL SECURITY
Resources <
Balance $ 9.60
Appropriation 125.00
Transferred from School 122.62
$ 257.22
Expenditures 264.60
Overdraft $ 7.38
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WITHHOLDING TAXES 
Resources
Balance forward
Transferred from School account
Expended
Balance to 1967
SHELLFISH CONSERVATION 
Resources
Balance
Appropriation
Licenses
Balance to 1967
SCHOOL DISTRICT TAX
Assessed
Paid Flanders Bay School District
Unexpended
OVERLAY
Respectfully submitted,
WALTER ESTABROOK 
RUSSELL WOOSTER 
ELWIN PERRY 
Selectmen of Sorrento
$ 137.90
1992.40
2130.30
220.80
168.00
25.00
6.00
199.00
$ 14907.54 
14907.54
$ 212.46
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TREASURER S REPORT
Cash Balance, Feb., 1966 $ 13289.99
1965 Taxes $ 1345.46
1966 Taxes 44905.47
1966 Excise Tax 1002.52
1967 Excise Tax 744.21
$ 47997.66
Schools:
State of Maine $ 4930.88
Flanders Bay C. S. D., Conveyance 735.00
Title 1 funds, utilities, supplies 66.67
$ 5732.55
Federal Programs:
Title 1 $ 5318.00
Title 11 88.88
$ 5406.88
Snow Removal:
Town of Sullivan $ 18.66
Flanders Bay C. S. D. 143.64
State of Maine 675.35
B. M. Clark, refund 62.40
$ 900.05
Administration:
Tax acquired property $ 38.34
State of Me., Bank Stock Tax 20.09
State of Me., New England Telephone 80.22
State of Me., Dog Tax refund 75.14
Maps 4.00
18
217.79
Library:
State of Maine $ 20.00
Shell Fish Conservation:
Clam Licenses $ 6.00
Liens:
1965 Lien and Cost $ 181.50
Interest: $ 10.22
Warrants Paid
$ 73762.64 
60528.31
Cash Balance, 1967 $ 13234.33
ALICE SARGENT, TREASURER
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TAX COLLECTOR’S REPORT
1966 — 1967
Commitment
Supplemental
Receipts
Uncollected
Abatements
$ 49,163.00 
3.00
$ 49,166.00
$ 44,896.41 
4,251.29 
18.30
$ 49,166.00
EXCISE TAX
1966
1967
$ 1,002.52 
744.21
UNCOLLECTED 1966 
Resident
Dorothy Andrews $ 54-90
Lloyd Andrews 12.76
Richard Andrews 9.10
W. E. Andrews 178.07
Stewart Andrews 48.90
Thomas Andrews 9.15
Albert Bohlin 76.20
Dorothy Bohlin' 18.30
Robert Burrows 15.20
Gerald Perry 12.70
Rosi Perry 6.10
Heirs of Luther Pinkham 6.10
Bryant Poors 97.55
Russell Sargent 3.00
W. H. Sargent 48.75
Curtis Sidelinger 37.82
Elmer Willard 9.10
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Non Resident
Bertha Gray 12.20
John H. Kennedy 183.00
Newbold Noyes 777.75
Robert Montgomery 969.90
Thomas Noyes 478.85
Francis Pouhlis 45.75
Heirs of Alexandria Stone 967.46
Phillip Tobin 9.15
Alexandria Whitney 122.00
Paid After Close of Book:
Heirs of Alexandria Stone 400.00
Alexandria Whitney 122.00
ABATEMENTS
Robert Cushman 18.30
UNCOLLECTED TAXES 
1965
Richard Andrews 5.90
W. E. Andrews 11.80
Thomas Andrews 8.85
Albert Bohlin 5.90
1964
Richard Andrews 5.60
W. E. Andrews 11.20
Albert Bohlin 5.60
Walter Guyette 5.60
W. H. Sargent 5.60
1963
W. E. Andrews 9.45
W. H. Sargent 1.70
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Richard Andrews 
W. E. Andrews 
W. H. Sargent
1962
3.00 
7.50
2.00
1961
W. E. Andrews 
W. H. Sargent
1960
Richard Andrews 
W. E. Andrews 
Thomas Noyes
MYLES FENTON, 
Tax Collector, 
Sorrento, Maine.
4.50
5.00
6.00
6.00
16.00
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LIST OF TAXPAYERS
RESIDENT 1966
Real Personal
Poll Estate Estate Tax
Abbott, Andrew, 3 790 50 105.48
Andrews, Dorothy 450 54.90
Andrews, Lloyd 3 30 50 12.76
Andrews, Richard 3 50 9.10
Andrews, William E. 3 1335 100 178.07
Andrews, Stewart 3 450 57.90
Andrews, Thomas 3 75 12.15
Ashe, Deborah 25 3.05
Ashe, Rodney and Hilda 3 735 100 104.87
Barrett, Clinton and Gertrude 905 50 116.51
Bohlin, Albert 3 550 50 76.20
Bohlin, Dorothy 150 18.30
Bracy, Steven 3 770 50 103.04
Briggs, Prescott and Helen 3 610 50 83.52
Burrows, Robert 3 50 50 15.20
Bunker, Charles W. 3 850 50 112.80
Bunker, Regional, Jr. 3 50 9.10
Clark, Edwin 3 1060 75 141.47
Clark, Casper 3 730 150 110.36
Creamer, Gardner and Margaret 3 1300 50 167.70
Creamer, Lorenzo C. 3 175 50 30.45
Creamer, Lorenzo C. and Gardner 4800 585.60
Creamer, Martha E. 3050 , 372.10
Daley, Gerald 3 770 50 . 103.04
Estabrook, Walter and Marion 3 610 150 95:72
Fenton, Myles Raymond and
Donald 370 45.14
Fenton, Donald 3 , 50 9.10
Fenton, Raymond 3 495 50 69.49
Fenton, Jon 3 t 3.00
Fenton, Myles 3 705 50 • 95.11
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Guyette, Walter 3 760 50 101.82
Guyette, Winnefred • 450 54.90
Hale, Clifton 3 2720 1225 484.29
Hooper, Leroy and Thelma 3 700 50 94.50
Hooper, Leroy, Jr. 475 50 67.05
Haskins, Sturgis 3 3.00
Haskins, Reginald H. 3 2450 425 353.75
Hughson, Mildred 6800 150 982.10
Jellison, Elliott 3 50 9.10
Jellison, Lois 350 42.70
Johnson, Lawrence and Cecile 1125 50 143.35
Lacomble, A. E. 3255 150 415.41
Lewis, Lawrence 3 2385 50 300.07
Nash, John 875 50 112.85
O’Connor, Charles 3 1070 50 139.64
O’Connor, Robert 3 3.00
O’Connor, Paul 3 3.00
Perry, Edgar 3 340 50 50.58
Perry, Elwin and Dorothy 3 615 50 84.13
Perry, Gerald 3 300 50 45.70
Perry, Rosa 50 6.10
Perry, Ruth 960 50 123.22
Perry, Leighton 3 150 21.30
Pinkham, Luther, Heirs 50 6.10
Poors, Bryant 3 725 50 97.55
Preble, Frank 3 670 50 90.84
Preble, Irene 15 1.83
Quimby, Norman 3 900 50 118.90
Sargent, C. D. Jr. and Alice 3 680 75 95.11
Sargent, C. D. Sr., and Constance 800 97.60
Sargent, Mason 3 395 50 57.29
Sargent, Russell 3 3.00
Sargent, Wellington H. 3 375 48.75
Sidelinger, Curtis 3 310 40.82
Sutherland, Lewis 3 850 50 112.80
Thompson, Arthur A. 3 1250 50 161.60
Trundy, Frank 3 150 21.30
Trundy, Grace, Heirs 2000 244.00
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Trundy, Frank, Jr. 3 50 9.10
Trundy’s Boat Yard 500 61.00
Tukey, Robert 3 720 50 96.94
Welch, Earl Sr. 3 940 50 123.78
Welch, Earl Jr. 3 800 50 106.70
Wheatland, Stephen and Dorothy 3 9475 300 1482.25
West, Almon 3 915 75 123.78
West Bros. 100 12.20
West, Delmont 3 950 50 125.00
West, Abbie, Heirs 200 24.40
West, Waldo 3 1000 75 134.15
West, Robert 3 300 39.60
Wooster, Russell 3 565 50 78.03
Willard, Elmer 3 765 50 102.43
NON- RESIDENT
Real
Estate
Personal
Estate Tax
Ambrose, Edna 2025 200 247.05
Bangor Hydro-Electric Company 5735 699.67
Baldellio, Leo 400 48.80
Bartlett, Ruth 525 64.05
Bean, Sybil 180 21.96
Brenton, Wesley and Dorothy 2525 308.05
Boyd, Kathleen L. 9325 600 1210.85
Bruenn, Dr. Howard and Dorothy 9000 1098.00
Beirman, David E. and Joyce L. 25 3.05
Cahill, Lawrence Jr. 300 36.60
Cahill, Laurence J. 1800 25 222.65
Caldwell, Margaret 90 10.98
Cummings, H. King, W. Wilson, H. 
Brown and Peter Richter 500 61.00
Cameron, Richard and Constance 500 61.00
Campbell, Robert M. 300 36.60
Campbell, John W. Jr. 1400 170.80
Carsile, Pauline C. 7580 100 936.96
Casserley, Julien and Edna 3200 325 430.05
Cathcart, Annette 100 12.20
Chafee, Dexter 1710 200 233.02
Chat'ee, Zachariah III, and Ellen 
Tellenhast 8660 200 1080.92
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Chafee, Francis, Dr. 7600 927.20
Chamberlin, David 75 9.15
Clendaniel, George and Marion 1575 192.15
Cox, Mary 200 24.40
Cook, Charles D. 550 67.10
Crothers, Branson, Heirs 5400 658.80
Cummings, King H. 5750 701.50
Cushman, Janet C. 650 150 97.60
Dawley, Powell, Miles 3350 408.70
Devine, Ellen 12600 200 1561.60
Dunbar, Allen 225 27.45
Dunbar, Emery 365 44.53
Davis, Meyer 7950 300 1006.50
Doty, Elinor J. 600 73.20
Ehlers, Jeanett 100 12.20
Ewing, Gifford C., Baynard, Thomas 
III, Sherman, and Alexander, Heirs 2500 305.00
Ewing, Anna Heirs, Estate of 1200 146.40
Ewing, Marjorie 1750 213.50
Ewing, Bayard 7100 200 890.60
Fox, Anne and Edward C. 400 48.80
Gott, Blanche 1160 141.52
Gardner, Margaret 3770 350 502.64
Gleason, Edward S. and Anne V. 3110 379.42
Gamble, Elizabeth 12300 4175 2009.95
Gamble, James, Jr., Alberta G. and 
Cook C. 4400 275 570.35
Gray, Bertha 100 12.20
Grant, Daniel and Helyn 1400 170.80
Gurin, Samuel and Celia 2320 283.04
Guyette, George 50 6.10
Hammond, Elliott 150 18.30
Haskins, Allison G. 700 85.40
Haskins, Ruppert L. 1250 152.50
Haywood, Jane 6600 805.20
Huber, Michael W. 3585 50 443.47
Humphrey, Eleanor 2475 301.95
Hotson, Leslie 1650 200 225.70
James, Jennifer 1100 ‘ 134.20
Jellison, Ureil 50 6.10
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Jones, Wilton 50 6.10
Johnson, Harold D. 150 18.30
Kennedy, John H. 1500 183.00
Lewis, Helen 3300 402.60
Lewis, Robert S. 325 39.65
Laverack, William and Persis G. 4000 530 552.66
Mckelway, Benjamin and Margaret 7850 957.70
Meynell, J. F., Heirs 510 62.22
Minor, Eleanor 800 97.60
Mitchell, Peter E. 100 12.20
Montgomery, Robert 7600 350 969.90
Mascone, Domenic 100 12.20
Noyes, Newbold, Jr 6125 250 777.75
Noyes, Crosby, S. 2950 200 384.30
Noyes, Thomas S. 3825 100 478.85
Noyes, Marion 550 67.10
Nichols, John H. 800 97.60
O’Hern, Phillis 350 42.70
Parr, Doris M. 700 85.40
Paulhus, Francis J. 375 45.75
Preble, Helen 30 3.66
Procter, David 300 36.60
Paragon Homes, Inc. of New England 50 6.10
Richardson, Gilbert 40 4.88
Ridgely, Margaret 2800 341.60
Richter, Patricia E. 1800 219.60
Rowe, John 100 12.20
Rowe, Margaret T. J. 7770 947.94
Rush, Helen 250 30.50
Schefflin, John J. 550 67.10
Sckley, Dr. Frank 200 24.40
Smith, Elliott, Dunlap and Marie 3600 300 475.80
Spain, Letia G. 600 73.20
Stickles, Clyde and Florence 375 45.75
Stewart, Dorothy H. and Narval L. 770 93.94
Steel, Dorothy 205 25.01
Steingass, David and Susan 1575 192.15
Stone, Alexandia, Heirs 7930 967.46
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Sorrento V. I. A. 4400 536.80
Seigrest, Helen 1375 167.75
The Nature Conservancy of The Pine
Tree State Inc. 300 36.60
Treasure Island Estate 9150 800 1213.90
Tilden, Almira 5675 200 716.75
Tilden, Samuel 575 70.15
Tobin, Philip 75 9.15
VanDuzen, Henry P. 2600 317.20
Van Deneer, Wellington 13855 900 1800.11
Wagner, Paul 300 36.60
Wilson, Philip D. Jr. 6700 817.40
West, Margaret 75 9.15
Welch, William and Katherine 3700 50 457.50
Webber, George 1500 183.00
Wellman, Bradford 3325 405.65
Wheatland, David and Elizabeth H. 6500 793.00
Wheatland, Richard 2700 329.40
Wood, 0. Bradley and Louise 4350 150 549.00
Whitney, Alexandra 1000 122.00
Young, George 1900 231.80
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SORRENTO
TOWN CLERK S REPORT
MARRIAGES 4
BIRTHS 1
DEATHS 2
DOG LICENSES SOLD 
MALES 15
FEMALES 14
SPAYED FEMALES 12
KENNELS 3
Respectfully submitted,
HILDA ASH,
Clerk.
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SORRENTO ELEM ENTARY
SCHOOL REPORT
To the Superintending School Committee and citizens of 
Sorrento, I hereby submit my first annual report as your 
Superintendent of Schools.
ENROLLMENT FIGURES AS OF JANUARY 27, 1967
Teacher Salary, 1966-67 Gr. No. R. Total
Dora Strout $ 6000.00 8 3
7 3
6 2 8
Golda Beal 5700.00 5 7
4 2
3 4 13
Jessie MacGregor 5000.00 2 4
1 5
SP 7 16
The elementary programs at Sorrento are now functioning 
smoothly. We have plenty of space and the only problem is that 
the per capita cost of educating your children is extremely 
high.
We are all very sorry that Mrs. Dora Strout has been 
forced to take a leave of absence for heart surgery and hope 
for her speedy recovery. We were fortunate, however, to have 
Mrs. Wooster take over the three upper grades during this 
period.
30
Your secondary enrollment at Sumner Memorial High 
School is as follows:
FRESHMAN: Dale Abbott, Donn Creamer, Clement Guyette, 
Terri Hickey, Donna Perry.
SOPHOMORES: William Andrews, Edda Bragdon, Walter 
Guyette, Jr.
JUNIORS: Andrew Abbott, Betty Andrews.
SENIORS: Diane Andrews, Jill Estabrook, Heather Fenton, 
Brenda Sargent, Larry Welch, Jean Andrews.
I have enjoyed working with the teachers, school commit­
tee and selectmen of Sorrento and hope that we may continue 
to work for the best interests of your children.
The financial statement for the year ending Jan. 20, 1967, 
and the budget for the coming year as approved by the school 
committee is presented below.
WALTER R. LEACH, SUPT.
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SORRENTO SCHOOL DEPARTM ENT
1966-67 EXPENDITURES AND PROPOSED BUDGET 1967-68
Budget Exp. Pro. Budget
1966-67 1967-68
Instruction $16,550.00 $16,238.60 $18,243.90
Fuel 600.00 974.90 700.00
Janitor, 32.50 x 42 +  32.50 1,390.00 1,435.00 1,397.50
Janitor Maintenance 400.00 358.04 400.00
Janitor Equipment 100.00
Conveyance, 32.50 x 42 +
32.50 1,230.00 1,315.00 1,397.50
Conveyance Maintenance, includes
Flanders 800.00 1,190.41 1,400.00
Textbooks Library 500.00 326.90 500.00
Visual Aids 100.00
Supplies 200.00 221.24 250.00
Utilities 541.54 527.90 550.00
Insurance 270.00 330.00 330.00
Supervision 1,000.00 1,111.31 1,200.00
Health Services 350.00 357.59 550.00
Repairs 200.00 142.43 400.00
$24,031.54 $24,529.32 $27,518.90
Less Balance to 1906 128.66 ( 68.11)
Less Anticipated State Subsidy 4,780.88 4,802.86
Professional Credits 150.00
Less Anticipated from Flanders 735.00 1,178.10
Title I Funds, Supplies, Utilities 66.67
Recommended Appropriation 18,600.00 ($21,600.00)
Maintenance: $21,200.00
Repairs: 400.00
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FIFTEENTH ANNUAL SCHOOL REPORT 
FLANDERS BAY COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT, 1966-67 
SULLIVAN, SORRENTO, GOULDSBORO,
WINTER HARBOR, FRANKLIN 
STEUBEN
FACULTY
Base Salary
Kenneth M. Nelson, Jr., Principal $ 8,000.00
Thelma Tracy, English, French 6,000.00
Myrna Coffin, English 5,175.00
Bruce Hutchinson, English 4,500.00
Louis Sutherland, Science 6,100.00
Frank Young, Science 4,500.00
Harold Moore, Business Education 5,800.00
Gerald Kane, Business Education 5,215.00
William Cole, Social Studies 5,500.00
Theodore Blackington, Social Studies 5,690.00
Guenivere Cole, Home Economics 5,900.00
Sara Young, Home Economics 5,165.00
Robert Tukey, Industrial Arts 5,850.00
Lawrence Alley, Mathematics 5,215.00
Charles McKenney, Physical Education 5,525.00
Harry Owen, Industrial Arts 6,115.00
Vernon Pettigrew, Band 1,076.00
CUSTODIAN 
Henry Hosking
SCHOOL NURSE 
Clyde Ricker, R. N.
SCHOOL PHYSICIAN 
Dr. Eliott Stadler, M. D.
. 3 3
SUPERINTENDENT 
Walter R. Leach
SECRETARY
School: Marjorie Bailey Superintendent: Alice Sargent
School Committee 
Wallace Billings, Chairman 
Lorena Kelley, Clerk 
Wayne Milne 
Eleanor Hastings 
Malcolm Richards 
Almon West 
Margaret Creamer 
Gerald Daley 
Allison Bishop 
K. Richard Trenholm 
Robert Ross 
Handy Pinkham 
Frank Handy 
Victor Smallidge 
Rudolph Johnson 
George Foeller 
Kathryn Townley 
Margery Debeck
School District Trustees
Lawrence Stanwood, Chairman
Wayne Milne, Clerk
William Blaisdell
Malcom Noyes
Hayden Debeck
Scott Dunbar
Ellis Johnson
Prescott Briggs
Almon West, Treasurer
Rodney Ashe
Ellis Bishop
Raymond Dunbar
Earle Briggs, Jr.
Donald Backman, Sr.
Austin Joy 
Edgar Grant 
Handy Pinkham
SCHOOL ENROLLMENT, JAN. 27, 1967
Frosh Soph Jrs. Srs. P. G. Total
FRANKLIN 10 8 6 7 31
GOULDSBORO 17 21 12 9 59
SORRENTO 5 3 2 6 16
STEUBEN 14 9 11 12 46
SULLIVAN 11 10 12 14 47
WINTER HARBOR 16 12 12 9 1 50
HANCOCK 4 5 3 5 17
Totals 77 68 58 62 1 266
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The six towns comprising the Flanders Bay Community 
School District have some mutual problems that are of vital 
concern to all towns and to the future of the children within 
these towns.
Our first concern should be for improving the educational 
opportunities and advantages of our young people with the 
hopes of having an accredited secondary school at Sumner 
Memorial High School. I believe the faculty at Sumner High to 
be strong and for the most part they are each striving to do the 
best possible for the young people under their direction. The 
program of study compares favorably with most schools of its 
size and we are in hopes of improving the curriculum even 
more so that the education of your children may be broadened.
Before this is possible, however, there are educational ad­
vantages that must be newly introduced to the school and 
others that should be improved upon. In a day of rapidly 
advancing educational standards, the so-called “ frills”  of the 
past become a “ necessity”  for the future. No matter how 
remote the area or how small the school, the truth remains 
that these children, throughout their lives, will be competing 
with individuals who have attended school in larger areas and 
who have been subjected to a more complete educational back­
ground.
With this fact in mind, I offer the following comments on 
“ musts”  for Sumner Memorial High: 1. Library facilities and 
a librarian. 2. Add to and improve the music program. 3. The 
addition of a Guidance Counselor to the staff. (This should be 
extended down into the grades) 4. Additional personnel in the 
Mathematics department. 5. Expansion in the Commercial 
Department so that it may be recognized as a Vocational 
Course by the Department of Education, thereby making it 
possible to train students in the operation of modern machines 
now being used in most offices, banks and industry. 6. A new 
identity for the Home Economics and Industrial Arts Courses. 
The program of studies in these areas should be attractive 
enough to encourage better students to enroll in the courses. 
From these courses he should get the subject background for 
college entrance so that he may enter the school of his choice 
in a specialized field. It is fine to have a year or two of general 
training in these areas for all students but the last two years
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should be for vocational purposes. It is my sincere hope that 
these two departments may be recognized for their worth in­
stead of considered a place for students who have no wish for 
furthering their education, or for individuals with a lesser de­
gree of intelligence. 7. There should be consideration given to 
providing an adequate kitchen and an area for eating. This 
room might also serve as a music room and a study hall. 8. We 
should adopt a salary scale for teachers in all of the towns, and 
we must improve the schedule at Flanders as it is now im­
possible to employ teachers at the minimum of that scale, and 
we will soon begin to lose teachers as the scale does not com­
pare favorable with those in other towns.
There are presently bills in this session of the legislature, 
which, if enacted, will make it mandatory to offer a program 
for five year old children. At present there are overcrowded 
conditions at Gouldsboro, Winter Harbor, and Sullivan. If it 
becomes mandatory to offer a program for five year olds, 
there will be overcrowded conditions in all towns with the 
exception of Sorrento. Should the towns be forced to build on 
their own capital, it will cost more per town to supply needed 
space in the individual towns than it would cost to expand at 
Flanders Bay Community School District as State Aid is avail­
able to the District for additions to the school.
My first recommendation for providing the needed space 
for a better program would be the formation of a school 
administrative district in which we would receive about 44 per 
cent building aid and a bonus of 10 per cent on our operating 
costs. This plan was not met with favor in some of the towns. 
The second best plan, in my estimation, is the enlargement of 
Sumner High to provide extra space there and to build room 
enough to house grades 7 — 8. Under this plan we would 
receive building aid of 44 per cent. This plan was also defeated 
at special town meetings.
If we accept this decision as final, there remains nothing 
else to do but to have individual towns build on their own, and 
this perhaps will mean no additional space at Sumner High 
Such action would be extremely unwise, especially if the towns 
not offering a kindergarten program should be required to 
build another classroom for this purpose.
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It has been a pleasure to work with the Superintending 
School Committee and Trustees of the Flanders Bay Commun­
ity School District. Basically, we have the same common 
interest — to furnish the students with the best possible educat­
ional opportunities. We trust that we may receive the 
cooperation of all towns, and the citizens of these towns, so 
that our interests may become actualities at the most advan­
tageous financial arrangements for all concerned.
The trustees have had a new stainless steel sink installed 
in the cafeteria, and during the Christmas vacation the gym­
nasium was given two coats of paint. I believe everyone 
appreciates the “ new look” . Because of annual improvements, 
renovation to the Laboratory, and the addition of the new Shop, 
the Trustees are now holding property in excess of the amount 
originally authorized. Therefore, the towns should vote to in­
crease the value of property that the trustees can hold to $300, 
000.00 and if there is any possibility of adding classrooms for 
high school students the value should be increased to $500,- 
000.00. You would, in on way, be committing yourselves to a 
building program by taking this vote.
WALTER R. LEACH, SUPT. %
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Financial Report
Cash Balance, 1965 (Operating Reserve) $ 13,450.27
Current Receipts:
U. S. Navy, Gym Rental $ 791.99
State of Maine, Voc. Subsidy 8,334.75
State of Maine, Voc. Travel 67.50
William Nichols, Book 1.15
Hancock, Tuition 11,032.69
Union Trust Co., Temp. Loans 40,000.00
Square Dancers, Gym Rent 25.00
State of Maine, Practice Teachers 150.00
State of Maine, Title II 594.88
State of Maine, N. D. E. A. 564.33
Franklin, Assessment 21,953.16
Steuben, Assessment 15,121.29
Steuben, Interest 448.00
Sorrento, Assessment 14,907.54
Sullivan, Assessment 18,758.36
Winter Harbor 18,691.99
Gouldsboro 22,304.12
State of Maine, Subsidy 42,703.54
Steuben, Pro-Rated Administration 825.35
Sorrento, Pro-Rated Administration 621.33
Gouldsboro, Pro-rated Administration 1,446.68
Winter Harbor, Pro-Rated Administration 1,233.38 
Franklin, Pro-Rated Administration 825.35
Sullivan, Pro-Rated Administration 1,029.36
Corrine Bishop, Book 4.95
U. S. Treas., Refund 4.80
Chester Seavey, Bus Rental 350.00
Steuben, Conveyance 720.00
$223,511.49
$236,961.76
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Expenditures
Instruction $ 92,150.79
Fuel 4,450.58
Janitor 4,343.75
Janitor Maint. 2,382.58
Conveyance 10,861.30
Conveyance Maint. 2,925.75
Conveyance Insurance 347.30
Textbooks 2,598.47
Library 770.11
Supplies 1,848.47
Laboratory 1,800.46
Visual Aids 66.87
Music 317.53
Supplies, I. A. 2,000.00
Supplies, H. E. 1,500.00
Equipment, H. E. 250.00
Insurance 1,440.10
Supervision 10,627.70
Utilities 2,273.74
Treas. & Supplies 45.00
Equipment 2,734.16
Equipment, P. E. 431.53
Social Security 367.25
Clerical, Office 1,615.00
Medical Inspection 283.55
Activity Account 750.00
Cafeteria 1,150.00
Equipment, I. A. From Reserve 3,983.78
Debt, Principal 8,000.00
Interest 1,333.75
Gym Note, Principal 1,000.00
Interest 40.00
Notes Payable, Principal 2,800.00
Interest 294.00
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Temporary Loans 40,000.00
Interest 812.50
Paying Agent 32.80
Trustee Account 3,427.96
Steuben Note, Principal 1,600.00
Interest 420.00
Service Charge 6.82
Title II Funds (Library) 594.88
$214,678.
Operating Reserve, Dec. 31, 1966 22,283.
$236,961.76
Note: Any person who may wish a detailed accounting of ex­
penditures is welcome to visit the office of Superintendent 
of Schools at any time to inspect payrolls and bookkeep­
ing accounts.
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FLANDERS BAY COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
OPERATING ACCOUNT
2/1/67
Revised and
accepted by School Committee
Item Budget ’66 Expended ’66 Budget ’67
Instruction $ 93,750.00 $ 92,150.79 $105,152.00
Fuel 4,800.00 4,450.58 4,833.00
Janitor 3,810.00 4,343.75 5,000.00
Janitor Maint. 2,000.00 2,382.58 2,200.00
Conveyance 10,000.00 10,861.30 14,940.00
Conveyance Insurance 350.00 347.30 350.00
Conveyance Maint. , 5000 mi.
at .30 3,000.00 2,925.75 1,500.00
Textbooks 4,500.00 2,598.47 4,000.00
Library 1,000.00 770.11 1,000.00
Supplies 3,000.00 1,848.47 2,900.00
Laboratory 2,000.00 1,800.46 1,500.00
Visual Aids 125.00 66.87 125.00
Music 700.00 317.53 700.00
Supplies, I. A. 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00
Equipment, H. E. 250.00 250.00 300.00
Supplies, H. E. 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00
Insurance 1,340.00 1,440.10 1,500.00
Supervision 3,000.00 10,627.70 5,800.00
Audit 200.00 500.00
Utilities 2,500.00 2,273.74 2,500.00
Treas. & Supplies 75.00 45.00 25.00
Equipment 2,500.00 2,734.16 2,900.00
Equipment, P. E. 750.00 431.53 800.00
Social Security 400.00 367.25 400.00
Principal’s Office Clerk 1,400.00 1,615.00 2,500.00
Medical Inspectioni 250.00 283.55 300.00
Activity Acct. 750.00 750.00 750.00
Cafeteria 1,150.00 1,150.00 2,000.00
i •  ^_
I , * $147,100.00 $150,331.99 $167,975.00
Gross Per Pupil Cost: $614.08
1 , • !*'
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DISTRIBUTION OF SUBSIDY CREDITS
Gross Subsidy Net
Assess Cr. Assess
Franklin, 39 $ 23,948.90 $ 13,570.56 $ 10,378.34
Gouldsboro, 57, 35,002.34 15,473.04 19,529.30
Sorrento, 25 15,351.78 4,433.41 10,918.37
Steuben, 39 23,948.90 16,880.09 7,068.81
Sullivan, 49 30,089.70 12,595.20 17,494.50
Winter Harbor, 45 27,633.38 8,287.20 19,346.18
$155,975.00 $ 71,239.50 $ 84,735.50
BUDGET INCOME
Estimated Tuition $ 7,000.00
Estimated Vocational Subsidy 5,000.00
Estimated State Subsidy 71,239.50
Franklin, 39 10,378.34
Gouldsboro, 57 19,529.30
Sorrento, 25 10,918.37
Steuben, 39 7,068.81
Sullivan, 49 17,494.50
Winter Harbor, 45 19,346.18
$167,975.00
DEBT ACCOUNT BUDGET . .
Principal $ 8,000.00
Interest 1,113.55
Notes Payable (6000) 2,800.00
Interest, 3%% 196.00
Interest, Temp. Loans 750.00
Paying Agent Fee 40.45
$.,i?,9qo,oo
.42
INCOME
Valuation Per Cent
1,000,000 Franklin 14.9 $ 1,922.10
1,900,000 Gouldsboro 28.4 3,663.60
750,000 Sorrento 11.2 1,444.80
900,000 Steuben 13.4 1,728.60
1,100,000 Sullivan 16.4 2,115.60
1,050,000 Winter Harbor 15.7 2,025.30
100% $ 12,900.00
TRUSTEES’ ACCOUNT
$20.00 per pupil Repairs or any other necessary
items $ 5,080.00
INCOME
Franklin, 39 $ 780.00
Gouldsboro, 57 1,140.00
Sorrento, 25 500.00
Steuben, 39 780.00
Sullivan, 49 980.00
Winter Harbor, 45 900.00
$ ' 5,080.00
TRUSTEES’ ACCOUNT 
FROM SURPLUS
Shop Equipment—Ordered in October which has 
Not been delivered or paid for 
Shop Equipment—Recommended by State Dept. 
Curtains—Science Room and Home Ec. Rooms 
35 at 16.00 
Chairs and Carts
$ 1,000.00
5.000. 00
560.00
1. 000.  00
$ 7,560.00
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TOTAL ASSESSMENTS
Sullivan:
Oper.
Debt
Repairs
O1 n »
Sorrento:
Oper.
Debt
Repairs
$ 17,494.50 
2,115.60 
980.00
$ 20,590.10
$ 10,918.37 
1,444.80 
500.00
Gouldsboro:
Oper.
Debt
Repairs
$ 12,863.17
$ 19,529.30 
3,663.60 
1,140.00
$ 24,332.90
Franklin:
Oper.
Debt
Repairs
$ 10,378.34 
1,922.10 
780.00
$ 13,080.44
Winter Harbor:
Oper.
Debt
Repairs
$ 19,346.18 
2,025.30 
900.00
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22,271.48
Steuben:
Oper.
Debt
Repairs
$ 7,068.81 
1,728.60 
780.00
$ 9,577.41
COMPARISON OF ASSESSMENTS
1966-67 1967-68
Franklin $21,953.16 $13,080.44 $8,872.72 Decrease
Gouldsboro 22,304.12 24,332.90 2,028.78 Increase
Sorrento 14,907.54 12,863.17 2,044.37 Decrease
Steuben 15,121.29 9,577.41 5,543.88 Decrease
Sullivan 18,758.36 20,590.10 1,831.74 Increase
Winter Harbor 18,691.99 22,271.48 3,579.49 Increase
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AUDITOR’S REPORT
A. P. STEWART 
Accountant and Auditor 
Milbridge, Maine 
May 3, 1966
Board of Trustees
Flanders Bay Community School District 
Sorrento, Maine
Gentlemen:
In accordance with Title 30, Section 5253, Revised Statutes 
of 1964, an audit has been conducted of the financial records 
of the Flanders Bay Community School District for the fiscal 
year ended December 31, 1965.
The examination was made in accordance with generally 
accepted auditing standards that pertain to governmental ac­
counting.
Audit analysis was on a basis consistent with that of the 
preceding year and included such tests of the accounting re­
cords and other auditing procedures as were considered neces­
sary in the circumstances.
The financial and statistical sections incorporated in this 
report present the results of the District’s financial operations 
for the period indicated.
Very truly yours,
A. P. STEWART
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APS-mps
C 0 MM EN TS
An audit has been completed of the financial records of the 
Flanders Bay Community School District for the fiscal year 
ended December 31, 1965. The audit included an examination of 
the records maintained by the Treasurer of the District.
The cash balance at the close of the year was reconciled 
with the statement of the Union Trust Company of Ellsworth 
as of December 31, 1965. Receipts, disbursements and support­
ing data were examined.
The annual bond payments of $8,000.00 were made from 
funds assessed for that purpose. Payments of $5,400.00 were 
made on outstanding notes.
It is believed that the accompanying balance sheet, to­
gether with related exhibits and schedules, fairly presents the 
financial position of the Flanders Bay Community School Dis­
trict as of December 31, 1965.
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Exhibit A
FLANDERS BAY COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Comparative Balance Sheet
Dec. 31, 1965 Dec. 31, 1964
ASSETS
Cash
School Building 
Gymnasium Building 
Industrial Arts Building 
Town of Steuben Account
$ 13,450.27 
148,903.36 
71,717.65 
43,756.42 
11,200.00
$ 7,603.81 
148,903.36 
70,508.85 
43,756.42 
12,800.00
Total Assets $289,027.70 $283,572.44
LIABILITIES
Bonds Payable 
Notes Payable
$ 49,000.00 
22,200.00
$ 57,000.00 
27,600.00
Total Liabilities 71,200.00 84,600.00
SURPLUS
Equity in Fixed Assets 217,827.70 198,972.44
Total Liabilities and Surplus $289,027.70 $283,572.44
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Exhibit B
FLANDERS BAY COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Statement of Cash Receipts and Disbursements 
Year ended December 31, 1965
Cash Balance, December 31, 1964 $ 7,603.81
Add—Cash Receipts:
Assessments:
Town of Franklin $ 20,690.16
Town of Gouldsboro 27,957.68
Town of Sorrento 13,904.79
Town of Sullivan 17,039.95
Town of Steuben 16,925.54
Town of Winter Harbor 16,233.87
Total Assessments $112,751.99
ther Receipts:
Hancock Tuition 10,375.88
Subsidies 40,566.99
Temporary Loans 70,000.00
Pro-Rated Expenses 614.99
Steuben Loan—Principal 1,600.00
Steuben Loan—Interest 504.00
Class 65 TV 145.45
Sales 25.00
Refund Reimbursements 81.01
Gym Rent 578.16
Total Cash Receipts 237,243.47
Total Available 244,847.28
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Deduct — Cash Disbursements:
Sumner High School Operation 
Repairs
Bonds and Notes 
Interest 
Social Security 
Paying Agent Fees 
Service Charges 
Loans
140,505.17
2,744.50
13,400.00
4,053.78
656.50
32.80
4.26
70,000.00
Total Cash Disbursements 231,397.01
Cash Balance, December 31, 1965 $ 13,450.27
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Exhibit C
FLANDERS BAY COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Statement of Change in Equity of Fixed Assets
v Year ended December 31, 1965
Net Equity in Fixed Assets, December 31, 1964 $198,972.44
Increase
Capital Improvements — Gym $ 1,208.80
Bonds Matured and Paid 8,000.00
Notes Matured and Paid 5,400.00
Gain in Operations 4,246.46
Total Increase 18,855.26
Net Equity in Fixed Assets, Dec. 31, 1965 $217,827.70
Reconciliation of Treasurer’s Cash Balance Schedule A-l
Union Trust Company Statement—Dec. 31, 1965 $ 44,401.00
Add—Deposits not credited 17,672.70
62,073.70
Deduct—Outstanding checks 48,623.43
Cash Balance, December 31, 1965 $ 13,450.27
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FLANDERS BAY COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Statement of Bonds Payable
Year ended December 31, 1965
Issue Maturity Rate Outstanding
12/1/51 100M $5,000.00 12/52—71 $ 30,000.00
6/1/52 38M 2,000.00 12/52—71 23/4 10,000.00
6/1/55 19M 1,000.00 6/56—74 23/4 9,000.00
Bonds Payable, Dec. 31, 1965 $49,000.00
Statement of Notes Payable 
Union Trust Company:
Schedule A-3
Gym Notes $1,000.00 Annually 4% $1,000.00
Lab Equipment 2,800.00 Annually 3y2% 8,400.00
Steuben Account 1,600.00 Annually 3%% 12,800.00
Notes Payable, Dec. 31, 1965 $ 22,200.00
Town of Steuben Account Receivable Sechedule A-4
Due $1,600.00 Annually 3Y2% $ 11,200.00
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NURSING SERVICE REPORT
I herewith submit a brief report of the service rendered 
the town of Sorrento by the Flanders Bay Health and T. B. 
Association for the period beginning January 1, 1966 and end­
ing December 31, 1966.
A complete school health program, consisting of routine 
school inspection of grade pupils, immunization clinics for both 
school and pre-school children to protect them against polio, 
diphtheria, whooping cough, tetanus, and smallpox, was con­
ducted. A measle clinic was held at the Rec. Center; oral polio 
vaccine is now being used at all clinics.
The Union’s new audiometer is proving very useful. Rout­
ine testing is given students entering school for the first time, 
8th graders and Seniors. Pupils referred by the teachers and 
pupils transferring from other schools are also tested.
The State X-ray T. B. Clinic at Ellsworth has been discon­
tinued. School personnel now have to be x-rayed or receive a 
negative Mantoux test. An arrangement was set up by Dr. 
Stadler with the Ellsworth Hospital for school personnel to be 
x-rayed for $5.00 each. Pupils who work in the lunch rooms of 
the various schools receive the Tine test; all were negative for
T. B.
SCHOOL INSPECTION REPORT
Pupils Inspected 
Pupils 0. K.
Pupils corrected since last inspection
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18
8
PUPILS DEFECTS
Teeth
Throats
12
10
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Cod Liver Oil pills, furnished by the Seacoast Mission, are 
available at school for a very small fee. Pre-school children 
may also receive them from school.
A special program was conducted by the State Department 
during a strep throat epidemic. Dr. Stadler from the Medical 
Center held a meeting for the parents of those found positive in 
our Union, and they were given medication at a reduced cost.
All the entering class, as well as pupils going out for sports 
received a physical examination by Dr. Stadler. Urine testing 
was added to the program. Notice of any abnormalities was 
sent to the parents.
The upper three classes received the hearing test — 1 9 7 
students. Seniors and some teachers received the Tine test for 
T. B. The positives were x-rayed at Ellsworth Hospital. No 
active T. B. was found. 248 pupils received a vision test given 
by the nurse.
During the year, 9,534 miles have been traveled by the 
nurse in connection with clinics, home visits for the five-town 
Union, visits to give treatment and medication as ordered by 
the doctor, and visits made to patients now at Maplecrest or 
Urann Nursing homes who were once cared for by the nurse.
Welfare and Social service are part of the program. I wish 
to extend thanks to all who have helped in any way with spec­
ial mention for the fine co-operation of Dr. Eliot Stadler, mem­
bers of the School Board, Superintendent of Schools, Commit­
tee Members, Teachers, and Parents.
Respectfully Submitted,
Flanders Bay Health & T. B. Assoc. 
CLYE H. RICKER, R. N.
Public Health Nurse
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AUDITOR’S REPORT
A. P. STEWART 
Accountant and Auditor 
Milbridge, Maine
February 18, 1967
Board of Selectmen,
Sorrento,
Maine.
Gentlemen:
In accordance with Chapter 241, Revised Statutes of 1964, 
an audit has been conducted of the financial records of the 
Town of Sorrento for the fiscal period ended February 10, 
1967.
The examination was made in accordance with generally 
accepted auditing standards that pertain to governmental 
accounting.
Audit analysis was on a basis consistent with that of the 
preceding year and included such tests of the accounting re­
cords and other auditing procedures as were considered nec­
essary in the circumstances.
The financial and statistical sections incorporated in this 
report present the results of the Town’s financial operations 
for the period indicated.
Very truly yours,
A. P. STEWART.
APS/mk ' " /
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COMMENTS
An audit has been completed of the financial records main­
tained by the officials of the Town of Sorrento for the fiscal 
period ended February 10, 1967.
ASSETS
The cash balance at the end of the year was reconciled 
with the statement of the First National Bank of Bar Harbor 
as of January 31, 1967. Transactions affecting taxes receiv­
able, tax liens and tax acquired property were reviewed 
and unpaid individual accounts at the end of the year were 
checked and reconciled with the balances in the ledger. Acc­
ounts receivable consisted of reimbursable items and appear­
ed to be stated correctly.
LIABILITIES
Withholding taxes deducted from payrolls after January 1, 
1967 were carried as a liability pending the proper settlement 
date.
RESERVES AND SURPLUS
Reverue derived from 1967 excise taxes prior to February 
10, 1967 has been carried forward to the ensuing year.
A total of $4,571.51 has been carried forward for the de­
partmental accounts.
At February 10, 1967, the town had an unappropriated sur­
plus of $15,127.18 as compared with $14,326.50 at the close of 
the preceding year. The excise taxes and overlay were the 
principal items effecting the increase.
DEBT FUND
The long term obligations of the Town appear as a separ­
ate fund of the balance sheet. The annual payment of $1,000.00 
was made on the classroom note, by appropriation.
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GENERAL
The 1966 commitment of taxes to the Collector was exam­
ined and reconciled with the assessment. Excise tax collect­
ions were verified with the copies of the receipts retained by 
the Collector. All funds recorded as received by the Treasurer 
had been deposited in the bank and all disbursements had 
been made by check and authorized by warrants drawn by the 
Selectmen.
It is believed that the accompanying balance sheet, to­
gether with supporting exhibits and schedules, fairly presents 
the financial position of the Town of Sorrento at February 10, 
1967.
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TOWN OF SORRENTO
Comparative Balance Sheet
Assets
Cash
Accounts Receivable
Taxes Receivable: 
Current Year 
Prior Years
Total—General Fund
Feb. 10, 1967 
General Fund
13234.33
4228.06
164.78
4392.84
1340.59
1695.94
4190.22
24853.92
Tax Liens
Tax Acquired Property 
Capital Reserve Deposits
Debt Fund
Assets
Amount Necessary to Retire Notes 
From Future Years Revenue 1000.00
Trust Funds
Assets
Cash:
Time Deposits
Feb. 10, 1966
13375.86
675.35
2288.72
115.15
2403.87
595.49
1695.94
3000.00
21746.51
2000.00
178.68
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TOWN OF SORRENTO
Comparative Balance Sheet
Feb. 10, 1967 Feb. 10, 1966
Liabilities
Payroll Deductions 
Reserves
Prepaid Excise Taxes 744.21 
Departmental Balances 4571.51 
School Bus Fund 4190.22
220.80
1310.85
2971.26
3000.00
137.90
9505.94
Surplus
Unappropriated Surplus 15127.18
Total 24853.92
7282.11
14326.50
21746.51
Debt Fund
Liabilities
Notes Payable 1000.00 2000.00
Trust Funds
Liabilities
Principal 125.00 125.00
Income 53.68
178.68
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TOWN OF SORRENTO 
SELECTMEN’S ESTIMATES FOR 1967
Administration $ 2700.00
Town Pier 400.00
Village Green 150.00
Town Dump 400.00
Street Lights 900.00
Fire Department 450.00
Insurance 200.00
Board of Health 400.00
Nursing Service 200.00
Repairs of Town Property 100.00
Town Roads 500.00
Snow Removal 3000.00
Cutting Bushes 100.00
Supplemental Aid 350.00
School Maintenance 21600.00
School Repair . 400.00
Interest 100.00
State Aid Construction 533.00
Note Retirement 1000.00
Social Security 150.00
Aid to Dependent Children 400.00
Shellfish Conservation 25.00
Improved Road Tar 200.00
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THE WARRANT
HANCOCK, ss. STATE OF MAINE
To Camden Sargent, Jr., constable in Town of Sorrento, 
in County of Hancock,
GREETINGS:
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required 
to notify and warn the inhabitants of Town of Sorrento, in said 
county, qualified by law to vote in town affairs, to meet at 
the school house in said town, on Monday, the 6th day of 
March A. D. 1967 at 7 o’clock in the evening, then and there 
to act on the following articles namely:
Articles
1 To choose a Moderator to preside at said meeting.
2 To choose a Town Clerk for the ensuing year, and fix 
salary for same.
3 To choose three Selectmen and fix salary for same.
4 To choose three Assessors and fix salary for same.
5 To choose three Overseers of the Poor.
6 To choose a Town Treasurer and fix salary for same.
7 To choose a Tax Collector and fix salary for same.
8 To choose one or more Constables and fix their compen­
sation.
9 To choose a Civil Defense Director and fix compensation.
10 To choose one member to serve three years as trustee 
of the Flanders Bay Community School District. ,
11 To choose one member of School Committee to serve 
three years and fix compensation.
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12 To choose a Road Commissioner and fix compensation.
13 To choose a Fire Chief and fix compensation.
14 To see if the Town will fix a date when taxes shall be 
due and payable, and to see if the Town will vote to fix 
a rate of interest to be charged on said taxes unpaid 
after the said date.
15 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen 
and Treasurer to make temporary loans not exceeding 
the aggregate sum of. $5,000.00, in anticipation of and to 
be paid out of current taxes for the municipal year, 1967.
16 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen 
to sell and dispose of all property held by Tax Liens on 
such terms as they deem advisable and execute quit­
claim deeds for such property, providing any such sale 
is advertised in the Ellsworth American for 30 days prior 
to such sale, so that all may have an opportunity to bid 
on same.
17 To see what sum of money the Town will raise and 
appropriate for the new classroom note of which $1,000.00 
is due for 1967.
18 To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will raise 
for the Frenchman’s Bay Library.
19 To see what sum the town will raise and appropriate for 
State Aid road construction (in addition to the amounts 
regularly raised for the care of ways, highways and 
bridges) under the provisions of Title 23, MRSA, Sections 
1101, 1103, or 1104.
20 To see what sum the Town will raise and appropriate for 
the following accounts, namely:
Administration 
Town Pier 
Village Green 
Town Dump 
Street Lights 
Fire Department 
Insurance
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• Board of Health 
Nursing Service 
Repair of Town Property 
Town Roads 
Snow Removal 
Cutting Bushes 
Supplemental Aid 
Interest
School Maintenance
School Repairs
Note Retirement
Social Security
Aid to Dependent Children
Shellfish Conservation
Improved Road Tar
21 To see if the town in accordance with the provisions of 
Revised Statutes of Maine 1964, Title 30, Section 1953, will 
enter into Mutual Aid Agreement with other Agencies of 
the State of Maine and-or of the United States Government 
for fire protection, said agreement to be substantially in 
the same form as executed by the three selectmen of the 
town in 1955.
22 To see if the town will authorize the Chief of the Fire De­
partment to represent the town in the adoption of By- 
Laws for the operation of Mutual Aid Under said agree­
ment for the purpose of furnishing more effective fire 
protection and to authorize the Chief of the Fire Depart­
ment to abide by and conform to By-Laws adopted 
pursuant to said agreement.
23 To see if the Town will vote to purchase a new School 
Bus.
24 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen 
and Treasurer, to obtain a loan to pay for the balance of 
a new school bus, that the school bus sinking fund does 
not cover. /
25 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $1,- 
000.00 for a sinking fund, to be used such time as the Town 
may vote to purchase a new school bus.
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26 To see if the Town will vote to raise $350.00, to purchase 
a used blade snow plow.
27 To see whether or not the Town will vote to raise and 
appropriate the sum of $50.00, to be paid to the State of 
Maine Publicity Bureau to be expended and used for 
advertising the natural resources, advantages, and at­
tractions of the State of Maine in accordance with the 
provisions of Chapter 91, Section 108, of the Revised 
Statutes of 1954.
28 To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise 
and appropriate for support of the Hancock County 
Mental Health Association. Recommendation: $60.00.
29 To see if the Town will vote to keep the shellfish ordinance 
in force as accepted at the Annual Town Meeting, 1965.
30 To see if the Town will vote to limit the amount of clams 
taken per day, between June 1st and October 1st for own 
consumption.
31 To act on any other business that may properly come 
before the meeting.
The Selectmen hereby give notice that they will be in 
Session at the School House in Sorrento at 7:00 O’clock in 
the evening on Monday, March 6th, 1967.
Given under our hands at Sorrento, aforesaid, this 14th 
day of February, A. D. 1967.
Signed:
WALTER EASTABROOK,
RUSSELL WOOSTER,
ELWIN, PERRY,
Selectmen of Sorrento.
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